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Our Vision

Boxing Scotland:

To Include,
Influence
& Inspire

our MiSSion
Through the delivery of boxing in
Scotland to promote and develop:
• Physical health & wellbeing;
• Mental health & wellbeing;
and
• Social cohesion.

Our Strategic
Objectives
1. To increase the number of people of all
ages and abilities participating in boxing;
2. To support and develop stronger, more
sustainable clubs;
3. To enhance participation from grassroots
to performance level;
4. To ensure continuous improvement in the
governance of boxing in Scotland.
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the ‘BenefitS’
of Boxing

Using sport
for change

Boxing is a sport that can:
• Significantly improve the physical
health and wellbeing of participants
burning up to 800 calories an hour –
The most of all sports;
• Positively impact upon mental
health,
change
lives,
improve
confidence
&
self-worth,
instil
discipline and help individuals
realise personal goals.
• Be a catalyst for social cohesion – A
sport that is inclusive, improves
social relationships, aids crime
prevention and creates positive role
models through fantastic clubs.

Several partnerships have also been developed
with the aim of providing safe and purposeful
activities for hard to reach groups.
In Perth, Fair City Boxing Club target people in their
local community suffering from homelessness by
working in partnership with the local authority and
Homeless Voice Association to host two weekly
boxing sessions.
Rural and Urban Training Scheme (RUTS) and the
Scottish Traveller Education Programme (STEP)
partnered up to provide a similar service for
those in areas of deprivation and to the travelling
community.
There are more examples across the country,
enabling under-represented groups to get involved
in boxing and a partnership approach and
collaborative working are at the heart of all of them.

David Kendell, the Deputy Head of
Drummore Primary School, which also
implemented
a
boxing programme
to improve behaviour, said:
“The [boxing] sessions provided the child
with a strong positive role model.
“Not only that, it provided a safe space
to explore ways in which to channel
anger
and
frustration,
in
a more
disciplined and positive way. It doesn’t need
to stop when the school bell rings either.
A
significant proportion of pupils taking
part in this type of session go on to take
part in clubs and evening sessions.”

Aberdeen University Boxing Club launched a
beginners boxing class earlier this year to promote
activity within the LGBTI community in the north
east of Scotland. The free four-week block of
classes was funded by LEAP Sports and proved
popular with the community. So popular, in fact,
that are looking to replicate the initiative across in
all our University based boxing clubs.
Perth and Kinross Council declared their boxing
partnership to be their most successful project in
engaging with homeless people.
Rest assured, Boxing Scotland will be driving more
initiatives like this across Scotland and this is just
the tip of the iceberg in terms of the “power and
reach” of boxing.
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our
record

ParticiPation,
fitneSS & fun

Boxing Scotlandwould like to recognise
the boxers, coaches, officials and
volunteers whose contributions to the
sport are immeasurable.

We have increased the opportunities
for people of all ages and abilities to
participate
in
boxing.
The
establishment
of
our
fitness/
recreational and club cub membership
strands means the reach of boxing is
greater than ever, especially in socially
and economically deprived areas.

We have worked hard and will continue
to do so in order to create as many
education
and
develop-ment
opportunities as we can to meet their
needs. This has included over 275 people
taking formal education courses and will
seek to expand the
development
opportunities during the next cycle for all
our coaches, officials and volunteers.

Our work with partners such as the
Scottish Qualifications Authority (SQA),
Helping Hands (who provide free
summer holiday boxing activity in
deprived areas) and Active Schools has
clearly demonstrated that boxing can
help achieve wider health, education
and social benefits.
We will also seek to develop and deliver
new programmes that engage more
adults in boxing activity and to take
advantage of the opportunities that
adult recreational boxing offers as a
potential growth market.

“We are determined to make boxing
available to as many people as possible
in Scotland. To achieve this, we are
working in partnership with the
supporting networks”
“By working with other organisations
locally and nationally, we can extend our
reach far more effectively than we could
on our own.”
Paul Coleman - Boxing Scotland Regional
Development Officer
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Sustainable

Grassroot Boxing Clubs
Our member clubs are the foundation upon
which boxing is developed in Scotland. Our
Regional
Development
Officers
have
become an established support mechanism
for our network of clubs, providing valuable
assistance with good governance, planning,
development, sourcing additional funding
and volunteer and coach recruitment and
retention.
Our club membership continues to grow
year on year and clubs continue to provide
vast benefits to the communities they are
based in and expert development for our
boxers. Furthermore, they allow thousands
of people – the lifeblood of our sport – to
participate, teach, coach and volunteer
within the sport of boxing.

“We want to use boxing as a vehicle to
drive positive change in young people
as not everyone who goes into a boxing
gym is going to compete. We offer an
alternative to people so if they go along
to the club they can get fit and it is
worthwhile for them.”
“We have a young lad who is 21 and
started coming along to the gym because
he was overweight and instructed to
exercise by his doctor. He has lost an
incredible amount of weight over the past
few months. There is always the option
of helping out on the coaching side of
things as well.”
Leroy Smith - Head Coach, Aberdeen
Boxing Club
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good goVernance
The considerable growth and results we
have achieved in recent years are
underpinned by our commitment to
continuous improvement and management
of Boxing Scotland.
KPMG undertook its last governance review
of Boxing Scotland in August 2018 as
part of sportscotland’s Scottish Governing
Bodies
development
programme.
Recommendations were made to support us
in
improving
our
governance
and
procedures on our way to becoming a
“World Class” organisation. Our board and
senior staff have stated their desire to
address these recommendations and their
commitment to continuous improvement.

a winning teaM
Since we published our previous
corporate plan shortly after the 2014
Glasgow
Commonwealth
Games,
Scottish Boxers have enjoyed their most
successful ever performances at major
international tournaments such as the
European & World Championships. After
adding two further Commonwealth
Games medal tour our tally in the Gold
Coast games, we proudly retain our
record as the only Scottish sport to have
medalled
in
every
Empire/
Commonwealth Games since they began
in 1930. In addition, Scottish boxers are
performing with increasing distinction on
the annual European tournament circuit
with our female boxers starting to have a
considerable impact.

We are also taking a pro-active and
progressive approach to equalities, inclusion
and participation, continuously making
efforts to ensure that we meet our new
mission and updated strategic objectives.
“At least one body is making good progress “off the court”
and that is Boxing Scotland. We often hear the phrase
“just ticking a box” and with the sporting equality agenda
that has perhaps been the norm for quite a while. But
things are changing and an example of that is Boxing
Scotland. They have created an Inclusion and
Participation Advisory Group, which I am proud to say I
am a member of.
With a membership of more than 200 registered women
boxers, the feeling within the boxing community is that
there are many women and girls who would enjoy and
benefit from participating in a boxing club and they aim
to ensure that they can offer them an opportunity to do
so. This sounds like a knockout idea to me!”

Maureen McGonigle
Founder of Scottish
Women in Sport
(SWIS), July 2018

“Boxing Scotland has played a key role in my development throughout my
amateur boxing career. Its coaches recognised my potential at an early age
and helped me progress from national to international level through the
performance pathway it has in place. It has supported me all the way
through my Amateur career by also providing programme and financial
support through the sportscotland Scottish Institute of Sport. This played
an essential part of my high-performance training regime and me winning
two back to back Commonwealth Games medals in 2014 & 2018.”

Reece McFadden, Boxer
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euroPean
& world
chaMPionShiPS

Key Factors in achieving this
will be:
•

We have also had some outstanding
European & World Championship
results to celebrate including:
• 2015 European Junior Championships
– Bronze for Declan Duffy & Lewis
Johnstone;
• 2015 European Youth Championships
– Silver for John Docherty and bronze
for Sean Lazzerini;
• 2016 European Junior Championships
– Silver for Sam Hickey and bronze for
Lewis Johnstone;

•
2017 Commonwealth Youth Games
8 Scots were selected for the 2017
Commonwealth Youth Games with
Tyler Jolly winning gold. Team Scotland
won a further silver and three bronze
medals with Megan Gordon becoming
the first female to represent Scotland at
a Commonwealth multi-sport event
and to win a medal.

• 2017 World Elite Championships
– Top 16 for Lee McGregor who
narrowly lost out to the eventual silver
medallist;
• 2018 European Youth Championships
– Bronze for Sam Hickey.

•

Boxing Clever –

•

Staying on the front foot

As we plan for the next four years
we must consider the ever-changing
landscape and environment that
we operate in. We must build on
the significant progress of the past
four years and strive for continual
improvement in all areas in the
future.
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2016 World Youth Championships
Willie Hutchinson wins Scotland’s first
ever World Championship Gold Medal

2018 Gold Coast Commonwealth
Games
Reece
McFadden
and
John
Docherty won two two bronze
medals in Australia and Team
Scotland had 8 quarter finalists.

•

Boxing (contact and non-contact)
is a sport for all and a sport for life.
It is well documented that boxing
brings significant health and wellbeing benefits, that enable us all to
lead longer, happier healthy lives. The
benefits can be realised nationally if
we ensure that boxing is a sport that is
accessible
for
everyone’;
We have a fantastic club network
and we want to make stronger, more
ambitious and sustainable for years to
come. We have an army of dedicated
volunteers who provide opportunities
for people to take part in boxing – we
must continue to support our
volunteers to help them innovate and
double our efforts to encourage and
retain members;
Well trained & educated coaches and
officials are the foundation of our
sport and are critical to the
development of boxing. We must
continue to provide training, support
and development opportunities to
allow them to deliver to the highest
level;
Performance sport is an increasingly
cut-throat environment – In order to
continue
our
international
development and success, we must
become more innovative, creative and
maximise all our resources to keep up
with the world’s leading boxing
nations;
We must establish and build better
relationships with the 32 Local
Authorities & Leisure Trusts across
Scotland to promote and showcase
the benefits of boxing (contact & noncontact) in order to make it accessible
to everyone.
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Strategic Objectives
to increaSe the nuMBer
of PeoPle of all ageS and
aBilitieS ParticiPating in
Boxing;

1.

3.

to enSure continuouS
iMProVeMent in the
goVernance of Boxing in
Scotland.
Boxing Scotland will focus on:
• Ensuring the most efficient
structure is in place for the
delivery of boxing in Scotland;
• Consolidating the capacity and
profile of the Board;
• Improving internal and external
communication;
• Ensuring legal and policy
obligations are met;
• Improving the financial
sustainability of Boxing Scotland.

Boxing Scotland will focus on:
• Promoting a sport that is available
to all;
• Ensuring everyone can easily
participate in boxing activity across
Scotland;
• Educating the people of Scotland
on the wide range of health
benefits of boxing activity;
• Increasing the number of affiliated
boxing clubs.

2.
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to SuPPort and deVeloP
Stronger, More
SuStainaBle cluBS;

to enhance ParticiPation
froM graSSrootS to
PerforMance leVel;

Boxing Scotland will focus on:
• Creating resources to ensure the
continued development and
support of existing member clubs;
• Recruiting, supporting and
developing volunteers;
• Quality coach and official
education and development;
• Identifying and securing
additional funding to assist clubs
with their ongoing development.

Boxing Scotland will focus on:
• Creating programmes to allow
everyone to participate in boxing
activity;
• Identifying potential talent;
• Providing opportunity through
continuous assessment within
the performance pathway;
• Retaining talent throughout
each Commonwealth cycle.

4.
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Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s)

finance

PERFORMANCE

Like most Scottish Governing Bodies
of
Sport,
Boxing Scotland has
worked to the ethos
that
we
must spend what we earn as a
not
for
profit
organisation.
However, this is not a sustainable
model if we want to continue to
drive the growth of our sport
especially when compounded by
uncertainty over future investment
amounts.
We
will
look
to
maximise
revenue from our main
income
streams
which
are
sportscotland,
our
membership,
sponsors
and other miscellaneous
sources as detailed in our new
Growth & Sustainability Plan.

• 1 medal in an Elite European
Championships;
• 1 top 8 (Quarter finalist) in the World
Championships;
• 3 or more medals in the 2022
Birmingham Commonwealth Games;
• 2 podium and 3 podium potential GB
Boxing programme places.

Development
• Increase registered members from 2277
to over 2650;
• Increase recreational membership to
4,000;
• Increase number of affiliated clubs from
121 to 135;
• 65 clubs achieving MORs Silver level by
2023;
• 10 clubs achieving MORs Gold level by
2023;
and
develop
effective
• Establish
partnerships
with at least 16 of the 32
Local Authorities/Leisure Trusts.
• Establishment and delivery of the BSL
level 3 coaching course;
• Development of a comprehensive
regional & national official’s training and
education programme;
• Development of an Active Schools
boxing basics coaching qualification.

Effective Organisation
• Maintain our fit for purpose rating;
• Achieve and maintain Intermediate
Equality standard;
• Ensure adequate financial resource is
available and staffing structure is in
place to support our long-term plans;
• Deliver effective communication with
all

•
•
•
•
•

stakeholders and members;
Performance Plans ;
Development Plan ;
Equality Action Plan;
Growth & Stability Plan;
Communication Plan .

Our Corporate Plan will be
underpinned by more our
more detailed:
•
•
•
•
•

Performance Plans ;
Development Plan ;
Equality Action Plan;
Growth & Stability Plan;
Communication Plan .
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Revenue
£900,000

£450,000

£0
2019-20

2020-21

2021-22

2022-23

sportscotland

Membership

Championships

Education

Misc/Sponsor

The BSL Board and senior staff are
committed
to
actively managing
our finances. There is
a
newly
formed
Boxing Scotland
Finance
&
Audit Committee
that
will
monitor, control
and
ensure
good governance and identify the
main risks to the Board from a financial
position.
BSL
will continue to
strive to improve sources
of
finance
and controlling spend
between
our
Performance,
Development
and
Effective
Organisation delivery areas to ensure
there are
sufficient
resources
available
to
support
the key
objectives highlighted
throughout this plan.

Costs
£900,000

£450,000

£0
2019-20

2020-21

2021-22

2022-23

Performance

Development

Effective Organisation

Sport Sustainability

You can download a digital version of all our plans at www.boxingscotland.org
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